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Nowadays,  the management  of  medical  imaging  could  be affected  by  several  issues  related  to  informa-
tion security.  Among  others,  a critical  issue  is related  to  information  authentication.  A  promissory  way
to  solve  this  issue  is  the  use  of digital  watermarking  to improve  the  management  of medical  imaging.
In  this  paper,  we  propose  a robust  and  secure  medical  image  watermarking  method  that  involves  invisi-
ble  and  zero  watermarking  techniques  that  provide  a proper  link  between  clinical  information,  medical
image,  and patient  identity.  Concealing  an  encoded  and  encrypted  watermark  signal  in  the  frequency
domain  of the medical  image,  the invisible  watermarking  component  avoids  the detachment  between
the  medical  images  and their  corresponding  electronic  patient  record.  Based  on a modified  spread  spec-
trum  technique,  the  response  of  the invisible  watermarking  detector  and  the watermark  information,  the
uthentication
etachment detection

zero  watermarking  stage  authenticates  in  a confidential  form  the  identity  of  the patient.  Experimental
results  show  the effectiveness  of  the  proposed  method  in  terms  of  transparency,  security,  reliability,  and
robustness  of  the watermark  against  several  image  processing  operations.  A comparison  with state  of
the art proposals  with  similar  purposes  to  the  proposed  method  is  also  provided.  The  presented  work
may  find  applications  in  the  secure  and  effective  management  of  medical  imaging.

© 2019  Elsevier  Ltd. All  rights  reserved.
. Introduction

Due to its relevance in clinical diagnosis, treatment, research,
nd other commercial and non-commercial applications of public
nd private organizations; medical information is highly valuable
nd delicate by nature. In recent years the fast and significant
dvances in terms of information technologies (IT) have generated

 large number of changes to conceptual and application-level into
he paradigm of medical information management. The modern
nd integrated healthcare systems such as Hospital Information
ystem (HIS) and Picture Archiving and Communication System
PACS) among others; provides easy access, manipulation, and dis-
ribution of medical data [1–3]. There are several reasons for the

nterchange of medical information, e.g. telemedicine applications

here we found teleconsultation, telediagnosis, and telesurgery
ith aims of e-learning of the medical staff. On the other hand,
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the Electronic Patient Record (EPR) has replaced the ineffective
paradigm of the medical record in hardcopy format. Usually, EPR
contains diagnosis reports, medical images, and biomedical signals,
among other information, however, also could contain medi-
cal record such as demographic data, results of medical testing,
treatments, medical prescriptions, among others, which are by defi-
nition highly confidential [3,4]. These advances in the technology of
medical information management have brought as a consequence
new risks by the inappropriate use of the medical information,
given the facility with which the digital data could be manipulated
and distributed.

In a medical image context, these have unique features and
requirements that moreover of the ethics and legal aspects, should
be preserved to define the allowed operations on the medical infor-
mation so that it does not cause a degradation level on the image
that can generate a wrong medical diagnosis [5]. Thus, it is imper-
ative to improve its security. In this way moreover of security

improvement, is needs the design of suitable medical image storage
and distribution systems, with controlled and restricted access to
medical imaging, preserving unaltered the requirements of authen-
tication, integrity, and confidentiality of medical data, with aims of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bspc.2019.101695
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/17468094
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/bspc
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.bspc.2019.101695&domain=pdf
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fficient management [6]. However, the management of medical
maging could be affected by several issues related to information
ecurity. Among others, critical problems are concerned with the
ay to authenticate applications focusing on image source veri-
cation, validation that the medical image belongs to the proper
atient as well as avoiding the detachment between the medical

mages and their corresponding EPR [6–8]. A promissory way  to
olve the above security issues consists of design and integrate

 solution based on digital watermarking [9–12] to improve the
anagement and security of medical imaging [1,2,5,7,8]. In general

erms, the conventional digital watermarking allows concealing
ata in several formats such as binary logo, pseudorandom patterns
r text into an image either visible or invisible manner. Initially,
he primary motivation of digital watermarking was  the copyright
rotection and ownership authentication of the multimedia data
9–12], however, over the years have been extended to a wide range
f applications among which stands out the related to the protec-
ion of medical images that fulfill with the international standard
igital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) [13].

In this context, this paper proposes a hybrid watermarking algo-
ithm composed of a couple of invisible watermarking and zero
atermarking complementary methods, with purposes of improv-

ng the management of medical imaging. Several testing were
arried out in terms of imperceptibility, robustness, and security.
he visual quality of the protected images is measured using the
eak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index (SSIM)
nd visual information fidelity (VIF). Experimental results confirm
he efficiency of the proposed method in terms of transparency,
ecurity, and robustness of the watermark against several image
rocessing operations. A comparison with state of the art propos-
ls with similar purposes to the proposed method is also provided.
he organization of the proposed paper is as follows. In Section 2
e explain the contribution and a general description of this work.

n Section 3 we show a compilation that contains the most recent
nd related works with this proposal. In Section 4 we explain in a
etailed manner the different stages that composing the proposed
lgorithm. Section 5 shows the experimental results and discussion.
inally, Section 6 concludes this work.

. The most important contribution of the work

Digital watermarking has the potential of being a value-added
ool in order to confront several problems associated with the med-
cal data management, among which we can mention: a) avoid
etachment between image and corresponding EPR, b) authen-
ication, c) bandwidth saving, d) confidentiality and security, e)
ntegrity control, f) indexation and g) labeling. According to the
pplication context, a digital watermarking method for medical
maging can be invisible and distortion-free watermarking. Invis-
ble watermarking consists of two main stages, one to embed a
mall signal called “watermark” into the image content and other
o detect or recover the watermark signal from the protected image
1,2,5–25], remaining hidden the watermark to any unauthorized
ser and should be resistant to any attempt to suppress it [1].
enerally, an algorithm of this category should be accomplishing

hree main requirements which are: robustness, enough payload,
nd imperceptibility. An essential challenge in the design of these
lgorithms is preserving a balanced trade-off between the three
atermarking requirements because medical staff is very strict
ith the visual quality of the images. As a consequence, a limi-

ation of invisible watermarking in a context of medical imaging is

ts constrained capacity in terms of watermark payload; however,

ith few watermark data bits often offer high visual quality as well
s high robustness against several geometric and common signal
rocessing distortions [9–12].
l. / Biomedical Signal Processing and Control 56 (2020) 101695

On the other hand, in the literature, we  can find two kinds of
distortion-free watermarking techniques. The first one is known as
reversible watermarking, in which once the watermark sequence
is detected or extracted from the watermarked image, the original
undistorted host image can be recovered [27]. However, generally
speaking, the reversible watermarking techniques cannot provide
sufficient robustness of watermark sequence to conventional signal
processing tasks, such as JPEG compression and noise contamina-
tion. The second distortion-free watermarking technique is known
as zero watermarking, in which the watermark sequence is not
embedded physically into the host image, instead is logically linked
with the host image keeping the host image intact [28–30,45–48].
In this way, some inherent features are extracted from the host
image and are linked with an owner’s watermark sequence to gen-
erate via or-exclusive operation a “zero watermark code,” which is
stored safely. The protected images by a zero watermarking algo-
rithm are transmitted through any insecure public communication
channels, and the owner can verify his ownership by using the
zero watermark code and the inherent feature extracted from the
image under analysis. Thus, in the zero watermarking technique,
the extraction of robust intrinsic features of the host image is
the most critical issue for their desirable performance. However,
another significant and not least important issue happens when an
image is analyzed by two  or more zero watermarking algorithms
since this fact will cause a severe controversy and ambiguity at
the moment of claim the ownership authentication. Since every
zero watermarking algorithm is in an equal condition of employ
it’s zero watermark code and extract the inherent features from the
same image, as a consequence all zero watermarking algorithms
that analyzing the same image could claim as their property. In
a medical image context, this fact could carry several and serious
authentication issues.

Table 1 summarizes the novelties and contributions in the
proposed hybrid watermarking algorithm composed by invisible
watermarking + zero-watermarking techniques versus invisible and
zero watermarking approaches.

According to the advantages and disadvantages of the invisible
and zero watermarking mentioned above into a medical imag-
ing context, this paper proposes a hybrid watermarking algorithm
composed by both modalities. In this way, an integrated solution
is intended and designed with authentication purposes focusing
on image source verification, validation that the medical image
belongs to the proper patient as well as avoiding the detach-
ment between the medical images and its correspondent electronic
patient record. The architecture proposed hybrid watermarking
algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

On the one hand, the invisible watermarking based on the dis-
crete cosine transform (DCT) domain employs the quantization
index modulation under dither modulation (QIM-DM) technique
[32] to embed and extract a watermark signal (clinical data of
the patient). The watermark is then ciphered by using the mes-
sage digest algorithm SHA-1 [26], and coded by a convolutional
coder [31] and Viterbi decoder [36]; this architecture enables image
source verification and avoiding detachment between the medi-
cal images and its correspondent EPR. Thus, only few watermark
data bits are needed to accomplish the above aims, preserving a
balance between imperceptibility and robustness. Additionally, to
increase the watermark payload and validates that the medical
image belongs to proper patient; we propose a zero watermark-
ing that is applied in a non-conventional way. Our proposal does
not extract inherent features from medical image; instead, only
if the detection result of the invisible watermarking is success, it

is obtained a customized key data set from the EPR. Then, it is
ciphered by a one-way hash function SHA-1 [26] and processed
via direct-sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) [33]
and a seam-carving image technique [34], to increase the payload
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Table  1
Novelties and contributions in proposed hybrid watermarking algorithm.

Parameter Invisible Watermarking Zero Watermarking Proposed hybrid method (invisible +
zero watermarking)

Data Payload (Capacity) Low, due to tradeoff
imperceptibility-robustness-payload

High High

Quality of watermarked medical image Often high Unaltered image High
Robustness High Often high High
Need  of explicit extractor/detector Yes No Yes
Need  of inherent features extractor No Yes No
Ambiguity No, Due to the knowledge of the exact

algorithms for embedding and
extracting the invisible and
unremovable watermark.

Yes, Since the image under analysis is
unwatermarked and unaltered, if two
or more zero-watermarking algorithms
analyzing a given medical image, all
could claim this as their property.

No, a) Due to the knowledge of the
exact algorithms for embedding and
extracting the invisible and
unremovable watermark. b)
Zero-watermarking increases the data
payload and is not dependable on the
inherent image features extractor.

 of the
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Fig. 1. Architecture

nd the security of the proposed zero watermarking methods. The
esult of this process is a feature pattern. Finally, to obtain the
zero watermark code,” we employ a xor operation between the
eature pattern and a halftone photograph of the patient obtained
y the Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion halftoning method [35]. This
trategy accomplishes with the aims of image source verification,
alidation that the medical image belongs to proper patient, avoid-
ng any ambiguity and establishing an appropriate link between
PR, medical image, and patient.

. Related works

Several methods for invisible watermarking applied to med-

cal images have been proposed in the scientific literature
14–25,40–44]. In the following paragraphs, to the best of our
nowledge, we explain a brief review of the most recent rep-
esentative proposals. Sharma et al. in [15] propose a robust
 proposed method.

watermarking algorithm for medical images, which embed water-
marks into the region of interest (ROI) and region of non-interest
(RONI) respectively. The embedding domain used in [15] is a combi-
nation of two frequency domains, particularly the discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) and DCT transforms. Two watermarks are used
in the experiments, the first one is a binary logo of 256 × 256 in
size, and the second one is a string of characters extracted from the
EPR data. The algorithm is designed for patient identity verification
purposes. The security of the watermarking method is enhanced
using the message-digest (MD5) and Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA)
algorithms [26], applied to the watermarks before of the embed-
ding stage. To improve the robustness of the proposed method, the
Hamming error correction code is adopted. The method is evalu-

ated from the points of view of robustness using the metrics bit
error rate (BER) and normalized correlation (NC), and impercepti-
bility employing the PSNR metric. For your part, Mousavi et al. in
[16] design a watermarking method with high robustness against
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Fig. 2. Watermark 

mpulsive noise for brain magnetic resonance images (MRI). The
atermark data bits extracted from the EPR are embedded in the

patial domain of RONI using channel coding and noise filtering
ethods. The visual quality of watermarked images is evaluated

sing PSNR and SSIM, and the accuracy of the extracted water-
ark is assessed using the BER metric. On the other hand, Thakkar

t al. in [17] propose an invisible watermarking for telemedicine
pplications that is based on the frequency domain of the ROI of
edical image, using DWT  domain and the singular value decom-

osition (SVD) method. Two watermarks in logotype and string
ormats respectively are embedded into the image with purposes of
uthentication and identification of the original medical image. The
amming error correcting code (ECC) is used to enhance the robust-
ess of the method. The algorithm is applied to several modalities of
edical images like X-ray, CT, and mammography. The watermark

mperceptibility is measured using PSNR meanwhile the robust-
ess is assessed with BER and NCC. For his part, Swaraja K. in [18]
roposes a watermarking algorithm based on RONI of the medical

mages to conceal a couple of watermarking in logo format with
ims of authenticity and validation of the original source for the
nterchange of medical images in telemedicine applications. The

ethod is performed in a hybrid embedding domain composed
y DWT  and Schur transforms respectively. To enhance the trade-
ff imperceptibility-robustness, the Firefly optimization algorithm

s adopted in the proposal. The watermarking method is tested
n MRI, X-ray and Ultrasound modalities of medical images. The
cheme is evaluated in terms of robustness using BER and nor-
alized correlation (NC), imperceptibility employing PSNR and
atermark payload. Gangadhar et al. in [19] propose an invisi-

le watermarking method applied to medical images based on an
mproved discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) and SVD in order
o get more robustness against signal processing distortions. In
he same way that Swaraja K. [18], the authors in [19] adopts an
ptimization algorithm called particle swarm optimization (PSO)
o enhance the trade-off imperceptibility-robustness. The water-

ark used in the experimental results is a binary logo which is
mbedded in the low frequencies of IDWT transform. NC and PSNR
etrics are considered to evaluate the robustness and transparency

f the watermark respectively. Chauhan et al. [40] propose an adap-
ive watermarking method based on the Mexican hat wavelet and
pread spectrum which conceals a watermark of 50 × 9 in size,
nto CT images with authentication purposes. After the medical
mages are shared or transmitted, the watermark is extracted using
auchy statistical model. The imperceptibility of the watermark is
easured with PSNR meanwhile the robustness with NC. For your

art, Thakur et al. [41] propose an invisible watermarking based
n a hybrid strategy that employs a combination of DWT, DCT, and
VD for tasks of authentication, annotation, and identification. To
ncrease the security of the algorithm, the authors apply chaotic
ncryption to the watermarked medical image. The visual qual-
ty of the image is measured with PSNR and SSIM metrics. The
atermark robustness is tested using NC metric. The size of the
atermark is 256 × 256. On the other hand, Surekah Borra et al. [42]

resents an invisible medical image watermarking technique based
n finite Ridgelet transform (FRT) and SVD in conjunction with
eration procedure.

Arnold scrambling. The algorithm is applied to two  modalities of
medical images, particularly X-ray and CT. The size of watermarks
embedded into the medical content is 64 × 64, the imperceptibil-
ity is measured with PSNR, and the robustness is evaluated with
NC. For your part, Assini et al. [43] propose a technique of medical
image watermarking based on the combination of the stationary
wavelet transform (SWT) and the fast Walsh-Hadamard transform
(FWHT), to conceal watermarks of 512 × 512 in size with authenti-
cation purposes. The proposal is applied to CT, magnetic resonance
angiography (MRA), MRI  and X-Ray imaging. The method is eval-
uated from the imperceptibility and robustness points of view,
using PSNR and NC respectively. Finally, Singh in [44] presents an
invisible watermarking method based on lifting wavelet transform
(LWT) and DCT in conjunction with message-digest algorithm MD5
and Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) error-correcting code,
oriented to telehealth applications. The method embeds water-
marks of 64 × 64 and 80 in size respectively. The metric to measure
the watermark imperceptibility is PSNR; meanwhile, the robust-
ness is measured using BER and NC metrics.

4. Proposed method

The architecture of the proposed hybrid watermarking algo-
rithm is composed by five stages; the first one is related to
watermark generation, second and third one belongs to embed-
ding and extraction/detection stages of the invisible watermarking,
and the zero watermarking scheme is composed by the zero water-
mark code generation and authentication stages respectively. Each
one is described in a detailed manner in the following paragraphs.

4.1. Watermark generation

In the sake of brevity and avoiding redundancy, we summarize
the steps to generate the watermark pattern W,  which is employed
in the rest of the four stages and its procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this way, to generate the watermark W:

Step 1- Extract the key information from the DICOM metadata,
e.g., patient name, patient age, institution name, station name,
patient ID, patient sex, patient birth date. This extraction could be
customized according to desirable information.

Step 2- Apply the secure hash algorithm SHA-1 [26] to the
DICOM data selected in the previous step. We  would like to note
that our proposed method may  be easily adapted to the use of
different message digest algorithms.

Step 3- Once the hash sequence is obtained convert the 40
hexadecimal digits to its 160 bits binary representation, which
compose the watermark W.

4.2. Invisible watermarking: embedding algorithm

Embedding a watermark in the frequency domain of the DICOM

image preserving its original bit-depth gives a certain number of
robust properties with respect to geometric distortions and com-
mon  signal processing. In this way, for image source verification
and the same time avoiding the detachment between the medical
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Fig. 3. Embedding procedu

mages and its correspondent EPR, the embedding procedure of the
atermark W is shown in Fig. 3 and described as follows.

Step 1- Read the original DICOM image, denoted as I and rescale
t to a standard size of N1 × N2. In order to increase the security of
he proposed method, N1, N2 values will be provided as secret key
1 in the extraction/detection stage.

Step 2- Encode W using a convolutional code [31] with code
ate = 1/3, constraint length K = 5, free distance dfree = 12 and the
enerator polynomials �1 = [11111], �2 = [11011] and �3 = [10101].
he redundant bits are used at the receiver to perform forward
rror correction to achieve a lower BER. The output of this step is
he encoded watermark Wenc .

Step 3- Using a secret key k2, B blocks of 8 × 8 pixels in size are
elected randomly from the re-scaled image I. The amount of blocks
B needed to embed groups of 4 bits of the encoded pattern Wenc

nto the image I’ is obtained by (1):

B = length(Wenc)/4 , (1)

Step 4- Divide Wenc in sub-sequences Sj , where j = 1,. . . AB, com-
osed of 4 bits each one. Then, each Bj block is transformed by the
CT transform. In this way each Sj is embedded into the 4 alternat-

ng currents (AC) coefficients with lowest frequencies of each Bj in
he 2D DCT domain, using the QIM-DM algorithm [32] given by (2):

if Sj(z) = 0

Cwz =
⌊

(Coz + d(z, 0))
�

⌋
· � − d(z, 0)
else

Cwz =
⌊

(Coz + d(z, 1))
�

⌋
· � − d(z, 1) ,

(2)
he invisible watermarking.

where Co and Cw are the original and watermarked coefficient
respectively in each Bj block, j = 1,. . . AB, z = 1,2,3,4 and � is a step-
size of quantification. The dither signals d(z,0) and d(z,1) are given
by (3) and (4) respectively:

d(z, 0) = −� + (� · p) , (3)

d(z, 1) = {
d(z, 0) + �

2
, → if d(z, 0) < 0

d(z, 0) − �

2
, → otherwise

,  (4)

where � is a step-size of quantification, p is a pseudo-random signal
with uniform distribution generated by a secret key k3, the size of p
is the length of z. Once all encoded bits Wenc are embedded into the
DCT coefficients of each Bj block, the watermarked DCT coefficients
are returned to the spatial domain applying the inverse 2D DCT. The
resulting image is the protected image denoted as Iw .

Step 5- Finally, rescaling the protected image Iw to its original
dimensions N × M and converts it to the DICOM native format.

4.3. Invisible watermarking: extraction/detection algorithm

Given a watermarked image, Iw , to extract and detect the pres-
ence or absence of the watermark W,  the procedure is shown in
Fig. 4 and explained as follows:

Step 1- Supported by the secret key k1, rescale the protected
image Iw to the chosen size N1 × N2.

Step 2- Using the secret key k2, the B blocks of 8 × 8 pixels in size
are recovered from Iw . The encoded information is extracted from

the B blocks in DCT domain using the QIM-DM extraction algorithm
[32], given by (5):

d1z = (Cwz − Q1z)2, d2z = (Cwz − Q2z)2 , (5)
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Fig. 4. Extraction/Detection pro

here d1 and d2 are a pair of distances, z = 1,2,3,4, Cw are the water-
arked DCT coefficients and Q1,  Q2 is a pair of quantizators given

y (6):

1z =
⌊

(Cwz + d(z, 0))
�

⌋
· � − d(z, 0) ,

Q2z =
⌊

(Cwz + d(z, 1))
�

⌋
· � − d(z, 1) , (6)

here � is the step-size of quantification used in the embedding
rocedure; d(z,0) and d(z,1) are given by (3) and (4) supported by
he secret key k3, respectively. Once that d1 and d2 are obtained, to
xtract an encoded watermark data bit we use the decision rule in
7):

if d1z < d2z then we′ = 0

else we′ = 1
(7)

Repeat this step iteratively for each Bj block in DCT domain,
here j = 1,.  . . AB, and recover the encoded watermark Wenc ’.

Step 3- The decoding of Wenc ’ is performed using the Viterbi
lgorithm with hard decision [36], obtaining the recovered water-
ark W’.

Step 4- Once that W’  was extracted from the DCT domain,
ompute the BER between the original W and the recovered W’
atermarks.

Step 5- A decision threshold value Td must be defined to deter-
ine if W is present or not into the Iw . Considering a binomial

istribution with success probability equal to 0.5, a false alarm
robability Pfa for L watermark data bits is given by (8), where a
hreshold value T must be controlled in order to get a smaller value
f Pfa than a predetermined one.

fa =
L∑
�=T

(
1
2

)L
·
(

L!
�!(L − �)!

)
, (8)
here L = 160 is the length of W.  Based on the Bernoulli trials
ssumption, � is an independent random variable with binomial
istribution [37]. The false alarm probability must be less than
0−15 which is set to satisfy the requirements of most watermark-
e of the invisible watermarking.

ing applications for a reliable detection [37], and then an adequate
decision threshold value Td is defined by (9):

Td = 1 −
(
T

L

)
, (9)

From (9), considering L = 160 and T = 128, then Td = 0.20, accord-
ing to the fact that BER + the bit correct rate (BCR) must be equal to
1. If the BER value between W and W’  is greater than 20%, the detec-
tion process considers the absence of W,  otherwise, W is detected in
a successful manner, verifying the image source and the same time,
the detachment between the medical image and its correspondent
EPR is avoided. If W is detected in a successful manner, then we
proceed to the authentication of the patient via zero watermarking
technique, which is explained in the following paragraphs.

4.4. Zero-watermarking: code generation algorithm

Once confirmed the presence of W into watermarked medi-
cal image Iw , we proceed to the authentication of the patient via
zero watermarking technique, whose code generation algorithm is
shown in Fig. 5 and explained in detail as follows.

Step 1- Given a patient image with a bit-depth of 24 bit/pixel,
first this is converted a grayscale with a bit-depth of 8 bit/pixel and
consequently is down-sampled via the error diffusion halftoning
method reported by Floyd-Steinberg in [35]. Fig. 6(a) shows the
Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion method, where Q is the quantifica-
tion process that transforms a grayscale value i(x,y) of dimensions
n x m in size into a binary one denoted by b(x,y) using a thresh-
old value Tb = 128 that corresponds to the half value of 8 bits/pixel
grayscale. In general terms, the error sequence e(x,y) is the differ-
ence between u(x,y), b(x,y), and is introduced to the 2D-filter H,
whose coefficients are shown in Fig. 6(a); the black circle in the
coefficients means the current pixel. The coefficients of H repre-
sent the diffusion ratio of e(x,y) produced by Q to the neighbor
pixels (only four future neighbors in a raster scan manner are
considered). Thus, we use Floyd-Steinberg coefficients to generate
halftone image IH . Fig. 6(b) shows an example of this step.
Step 2- As mentioned in Section 2, our inherent feature for
the proposed zero watermarking method is directly linked to the
clinical data of a patient in order to avoid any ambiguity and estab-
lishing a proper link between EPR, medical image, and patient. In
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Fig. 5. Zero watermark code generation procedure.
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Fig. 6. a) Halftoning method by Floyd-Steinber

his way, using the binary information of W and the spread spec-
rum DS-CDMA [33], for each watermark data bit Wl , l = 1,. . .L, a
D pseudorandom pattern Gl composed by {–1,1} with predefined
imensions p x q, is assigned according to a secret key k4, given by
10).

+Gl if Wl = 0

−Gl if Wl = 1
.  (10)

After that, the sum of all 2D pseudorandom patterns Gl defines
 2D feature pattern P, given by (11).

 =
L∑
l=1

± Gl, (11)

here the sign (±) of each Gl is dependent of Wl value as defined
n (10).

Step 3- Apply a binarization procedure to 2D pattern P, given by
12)

P(x, y) = 1 if P(x, y) > 0
P(x, y) = 0 otherwise
. (12)

Step 4- To increase the security of the 2D feature pattern P, we
pply the seam carving procedure proposed in [34] to the signal
, b) Input-Output of the halftoning procedure.

P with predefined dimensions p x q, the energy function ef of the
seam carving algorithm is defined by (13):

ef (P) = | ∂
∂x
P| + | ∂

∂y
P|, (13)

The energy value of each pixel depends on the other eight neigh-
bor pixels. Then the optimal seam is computed, employing (14):

Sr,c{
E0,j if r = 0

Ei,j + min(Sr−1,c−1, Sr−1,c, Sr−1,c+1) otherwise
, (14)

where E is the energy map, S is the seam map and r and c indi-
cate row and column position. In general terms, seam carving is an
effective technique for adaptive resizing the images by gracefully
carving-out or inserting pixels at different locations, removing or
duplicating a “seam”, which is composed by an optimal connected
path of pixels having the lowest energy in an image from top to
bottom for horizontal adjustment or left to right for vertical adjust-
ment. This method is able to preserve the important content in an
image as well as the global visual effect. In the sake of brevity, for

interested readers, the details of seam carving procedure could be
consulted in [34].

The “seams” in vertical and horizontal directions compose the
secret key k5 and could be renewed periodically to preserve the
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Fig. 7. Patient aut

ecurity of the zero watermarking method. In this way, the resized
attern P of size p x q, is denoted as FP whose dimensions are now n

 m.  The security of FP is dependable of a set of elements composed
y the watermark data bits W as well as the secret keys k4 and
5.

Note that the seam carving procedure is adopted in our pro-
osed method to increase the security of the 2D feature pattern P
gainst malicious attacks that trying estimating it, desynchronizing
t geometrically in vertical and horizontal orientations respectively.

Step 5- Finally, with the information of the feature pattern FP and
he halftone image IH , using an or-exclusive operation, we obtain
he code zero watermark ZW.

.5. Zero-watermarking: patient authentication

Once the zero watermark code ZW is obtained and stored safely,
he procedure to authenticate a patient, once confirmed the pres-
nce of W into watermarked medical image Iw , is shown in Fig. 7
nd is described as follows.

Step 1- Supported by the watermark data bits W and the secret
eys k4 and k5, obtain the feature pattern FP whose procedure is
escribed in the sub-section D of this Section 4.

Step 2- Finally, with the information of the feature pattern FP
nd the code zero watermark ZW, using an or-exclusive operation
e obtain the patient authentication in a visual manner.

. Experimental results

This section presents the evaluation results of the proposed
ybrid watermarking method applied to medical imaging, using a
et of: a) 310 medical images in DICOM format modality CT (Com-
uted Tomography) and different types: simple skull, larynx, brain

nd abdomen images, all of 512 × 512 in size and 12 bit-depth
f grayscale resolution; b) 124 medical images in DICOM format
odality RF (Radio-Fluoroscopy) and different types: esophagus,

bdomen and urography images, all of 1024 × 1024 in size and 10
cation procedure.

bit-depth of grayscale resolution. Fig. 8 shows a set of test images.
A summary of the several parameters used in the proposed algo-
rithm is shown in Table 2. The experimental results are carried out
on a personal computer running Windows10© with an Intel© Core
i7 processor (1.99 GHz) and 16GB RAM in which all procedures
were implemented using MATLAB© R2017b. The performance of
the proposed algorithm has been evaluated in terms of impercep-
tibility, security, and robustness. In the following sub-sections we
explain the criteria to determine the proper value of the step-size of
quantification � and its influence on the trade-off imperceptibility-
robustness.

5.1. Invisible watermarking: setting of the step-size of
quantification �

In this section, we show the configuration of the step-size of
quantification, �,  used by the QIM-DM in the proposed hybrid
watermarking algorithm.

Considering the whole medical image datasets in DICOM format
on modality CT and RF respectively, a variable step-size of quantifi-
cation � from 10 to 100, an distortion composed by Gaussian noise
with � = 0, �2 = 0.0028 for CT modality and � = 0, �2 = 0.0022 for
RF modality, to determine the proper value of �,  the robustness
against Gaussian noise is measured employing BER metric and a
decision threshold Td = 0.20. In Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows an example
of CT and RF images corrupted with Gaussian noise. In Fig. 9(c) and
(d) we  show the watermark robustness in terms of average BER
varying � value from 10 to 100 for CT and RF modalities respec-
tively.

Fig. 9(c) and (d) shows that �>  = 40 to CT, �> = 80 to RF, could
increase the robustness of the watermark W against common sig-
nal processing distortions obtaining BER smaller than the decision

threshold Td = 0.20, but the imperceptibility requirement decreases
for large values of �.  Hence, there is a trade-off between the robust-
ness and imperceptibility, which we  will discuss in the following
section.
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Fig. 8. Example of test images used in the experiments.

Table 2
Summary of the parameters used in the proposed method.

Parameter Value

Secret key k1 (N1, N2) N1, N2 = 500 for CT images, N1, N2 = 1000 for RF images (can be renewed periodically)
Watermark W 160 bits when SHA-1 is applied to key information extracted from EPR data
Convolutional code Code rate = 1/3. Constraint length K = 5. Free distance dfree = 12. Generator polynomials �1 = [11111], �2 = [11011], �3 = [10101]
Secret  key k2 , k3 Defined by the content owner’s
Step-size of quantification � � = 40 for CT images, � = 80 for RF images
Decision threshold value Td Td = 0.20
Dimensions n, m Size of the patient’s image n, m = 256
Secret key k4 (p,q) Defined by the content owner’s
Secret key k5 Seams in vertical and horizontal directions, defined by the content owner’s (can be renewed periodically)

Fig. 9. Watermark robustness against Gaussian noise.
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Table 3
Robustness the proposed method in terms of average BER for CT.

Distortions Computed
Tomography
12 bit/pixel
Bit Error Rate

Non-watermarked 0.5283
Without distortion 0
Compression DICOM JPEG lossy 0.0047
Compression DICOM JPEG lossless 0
Compression DICOM JPEG2000 lossy 0.0055
Compression DICOM JPEG2000 lossless 0
Compression DICOM RLE 0
Impulsive noise density 0.008 0.1392
Impulsive noise density 0.005 0.0788
Gaussian noise � = 0, �2 = 0.0018 0.0503
Gaussian noise � = 0, �2 = 0.0028 0.1534
Speckle noise 0.007 0.1531
Gamma  correction � = 1.1 0.0680
Gamma  correction � = 0.9 0.1381
Gaussian filter 3 x 3 0.0284
Median filter 3 x 3 0.0955
Average filter 3 x 3 0.1942
Sharpening 0.1288
Brightness reduced 0.1574
Centered cropping 100 x 100 0.0590
Centered cropping 50 x 50 0.0110
Cropping 25% 0.0089
Cropping 45% 0.0449
Cropping 55% 0.1116
Rotation with auto-crop 15◦ 0.1041
Rotation with auto-crop 45◦ 0.1289
Rotation with auto-crop 135◦ 0.1289
Flipping up-down 0
Flipping right-left 0
Aspect ratio change [0.7,0,0;0,1.2,0;0,0,1] 0.1447
Scaling 0.5 0.1812
0 M. Cedillo-Hernandez, A. Cedillo-Hernandez, M. Nakano-Miyata

.2. Invisible watermarking: watermark imperceptibility
valuation

As explained in the previous paragraphs, the proposed hybrid
atermarking method applied to medical imaging embeds a

iphered-encoded watermark W in the frequency domain using
IM-DM modulation in the DCT domain. Therefore, a careful water-
ark imperceptibility evaluation is compulsory. Using a variable

tep-size of quantification � from 10 to 100, the watermark imper-
eptibility was evaluated in terms of the PSNR, SSIM [38] and VIF
39] image quality metrics defined by (15), (16) and (17), respec-
ively.

SNR(dB) = 10log10

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Max  Pixel Value2

1
N·M

(
N∑
x=1

M∑
y=1

(I(x, y) − Iw(x, y))2

)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (15)

SIM(I, Iw) = (2�I�Iw + C1)(2�I Iw + C2)

(�2
I + �2

Iw + C1)(�2
I + �2

Iw + C2)
. (16)

In (15) and (16) I and Iw are the original and the watermarked
edical images respectively. In (16) C1 and C2 are small constant

alues [38]. The SSIM value reflects perceptual distortions more
recisely than the PSNR value. The range of SSIM values is [0,1], and
alues closer to 1 represent better quality with respect to the origi-
al image. A value of 1 indicates that the original and the reference

mage are the same.

IF =

∑
t ∈ channels

I(�CR,t; �FR,t |sR,t)
∑

t ∈ channels

I(�CR,t; �ER,t |sR,t)
. (17)

As it is known in the literature [39], the VIF value reflects per-
eptual distortions more precisely than the PSNR metric. The range
f VIF values is [0,1], and a closer value to 1 represents a better
delity respect to the original image. Interested readers could refer

o [39] to obtain more details about VIF metric. Fig. 10 shows the
mperceptibility results to CT and RF datasets respectively, in terms
f average values of PSNR, SSIM, and VIF respectively.

From Fig. 10(a)–(c) shows that the imperceptibility requirement
ecreases for large values of � in terms of PSNR, SSIM and VIF, how-
ver, large values of � increases the robustness of the watermark

 against signal processing distortions. As mentioned in the above
ection, there is a trade-off between the robustness and impercepti-
ility. Fig. 11 shows the visual distortion using several values of � in
T and RF modalities. Fig. 11(a)–(c) corresponds to CT using values

 = 40, 80 and 120 respectively; meanwhile Fig. 11(d)–(f) corre-
ponds to RF using values � = 80, 100 and 150 values respectively.
n Fig. 11 the regions marked in red shows the visual distortions
aused by the increment of value of �.

Based in the robustness results obtained in the above section
gainst Gaussian noise image corruption, which is considered an
ggressive attack for invisible watermarking methods based on
IM-DM in DCT domain [32], and considering the behavior shown
ig. 10, we set � = 40 for CT modality and � = 80 for RF as the opti-

al  values to obtain an equilibrium of the trade-off between the

obustness and imperceptibility, obtaining BER smaller than the
ecision threshold Td = 0.20 and PSNR > 100 dB, SSIM and VIF closer
alues to 1.
Scaling 2 0.0273
Scaling 3 0.0197

5.3. Invisible watermarking: watermark robustness testing

In this paper, the invisible watermarking is adopted for purposes
of image source verification as well as to avoid the detachment
between the medical images and its correspondent EPR. Thus,
only few watermark data bits are needed to accomplish the above
aims, preserving an equilibrium between the imperceptibility and
robustness, in such a way that observers are unable of distin-
guishing the difference between the original and watermarked
DICOM images by the naked eye. A mandatory requirement to
invisible watermarking is that the hidden watermark signal W
must be robust, i.e., must remain in the image after intentional or
non-intentional distortions are performed. Considering the whole
medical image datasets in DICOM format on modality CT and RF
respectively, Tables 3 and 4 show the average detection results con-
sidering several geometric and signal processing distortions, using
the metric BER to determine the presence or absence of the water-
mark W.  Results in Tables 3 and 4 show the robustness provided by
the several elements that compose the stage of invisible watermark-
ing. In this way, the robustness against geometric attacks such as
scaling and aspect ratio change is improved by the secret key k1 (N1,
N2), allowing rescale the image Iw to a predefined standard size. For
your part, in order to confront aggressive distortions such as image
cropping, the convolutional encoder has a key role because includes
redundant bits which are used at the receiver to perform forward
error correction to achieve a lower BER. Against image rotation, the
watermark data bits are recovered by an exhaustive search from

◦ ◦
0 to 360 . Moreover, the QIM-DM watermarking in DCT domain
with z = 1,2,3,4, allows obtain an improved robustness against the
above mentioned attacks as well as against signal processing distor-
tions such as all DICOM compression modalities, image corruption
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Fig. 10. Average PSNR, SSIM

y Gaussian, speckle and impulsive noises, filtering, sharpening,
rightness, gamma  correction and flipping, obtaining in all cases
ER smaller than the decision threshold Td = 0.20.

.4. Zero-watermarking: authentication reliability

As mentioned above, to increase the watermark payload and
alidates that the medical image belongs to proper patient, we  pro-
ose a zero watermarking that accomplish with the aims of image
ource verification, validation that the medical image belongs to
roper patient, avoiding any ambiguity and establishing a proper

ink between EPR, medical image, and patient. Therefore, a careful
uthentication reliability evaluation is compulsory. In all testing of
his section, it is assumed that the watermark W has been detected,
s shown in Fig. 1. Considering a variable set of pseudo-random
equences to spread spectrum DS-CDMA, and fixed values to the
HA-1 digest and secret key k5, in Fig. 12 we show the average BER
btained on 10,000 trials where the trial number 5000 contains
he DS-CDMA pseudo-random correct sequences obtaining BER = 0
onfirming the patient authentication in all CT and RF datasets
espectively.

From Fig. 12 we show that the security of the proposed zero
atermarking algorithm is ensured since considering a watermark
ength of W equals to 160 given by SHA-1 and the fact that the
eed to generate each pseudo-random sequence is in the range
0,216−1]; then we have C160

216−1
possible combinations to estimate

he correct seeds employed by the DS-CDMA spread spectrum.
 VIF for CT and RF imaging.

Moreover, we need to consider that although an adversary will
achieve estimate all DS-CDMA seeds, our zero watermarking pro-
posed algorithm does not depend only on this parameter, and we
need other two complementary security elements which are evalu-
ated as follows. In this way, considering 10,000 different messages
digests SHA-1 that causes 10,000 unique zero watermarking codes,
and fixed values to DS-CDMA seeds and secret key k5 respectively.
In Fig. 13 we show the average BER obtained on 10,000 trials where
the trial number 5000 contains the correct message digest SHA-
1 obtaining BER = 0, again confirming the security and the patient
authentication in a successful manner on all CT and RF datasets
respectively. We  would like to note that our proposed method may
be easily adapted to the use of others algorithms that eventually
could replace SHA-1, such as RIPEMD-160, Tiger, or WHIRLPOOL
[26].

A third experiment contemplates fixed values to DS-CDMA
seeds and SHA-1 message digest respectively, and variable values
for the secret key k5 composed by the seams in vertical and hor-
izontal directions, defined by the content owner’s, which can be
renewed periodically in order to increase the security of the pro-
posed zero watermarking method. In Fig. 14 we show the average
BER obtained on 10,000 trials where the trial number 5000 contains
the correct secret key k5 obtaining BER = 0, again confirming the
security and the patient authentication in a successful manner on

all CT and RF datasets respectively. Note that the seam carving pro-
cedure is adopted in our proposed method to increase the security
of the 2D feature pattern P into the zero-watermarking algorithm,
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Fig. 11. Visual distortions caused by the increment of the value �.

Table 4
Robustness the proposed method in terms of average BER for RF.

Distortions Radio fluoroscopy
10 bit/pixel
Bit Error Rate

Non-watermarked 0.5031
Without distortion 0
Compression DICOM JPEG lossy 0
Compression DICOM JPEG lossless 0
Compression DICOM JPEG2000 lossy 0.0001
Compression DICOM JPEG2000 lossless 0
Compression DICOM RLE 0
Impulsive noise density 0.009 0.1748
Impulsive noise density 0.005 0.0596
Gaussian noise � = 0, �2 = 0.001 0.0044
Gaussian noise � = 0, �2 = 0.0022 0.1670
Speckle noise 0.005 0.1263
Gamma correction � = 1.25 0.0507
Gamma correction � = 0.75 0.1091
Gaussian filter 7 x 7 0.0023
Median filter 3 x 3 0.0023
Average filter 3 x 3 0.0034
Sharpening 0.0005
Brightness reduced 0.1510
Centered cropping 100 x 100 0.0051
Centered cropping 50 x 50 0.0024
Cropping 25% 0
Cropping 45% 0.0275
Cropping 55% 0.1508
Rotation with auto-crop 15◦ 0.0042
Rotation with auto-crop 45◦ 0.0143
Rotation with auto-crop 135◦ 0.0143
Flipping up-down 0
Flipping right-left 0
Aspect ratio change [0.7,0,0;0,1.2,0;0,0,1] 0.0016
Scaling 0.5 0.0295
Scaling 2 0.0019
Scaling 3 0.0008
Fig. 12. Average BER with variable pseudo-random sequences to spread spectrum
DS-CDMA.

against malicious attacks that trying estimating it, desynchronizing
it geometrically in vertical and horizontal orientations respectively.

With illustrative purposes, Fig. 15 shows an example of the
output of patient authentication stage in the zero watermarking
algorithm, considering wrong and accurate values to DS-CDMA
seeds, message digest SHA-1, and secret key k5 respectively.

5.5. Performance comparison

In our best knowledge, until the write of this paper, we not found

related works that consider a hybrid design as the proposed in this
work, which is composed of invisible watermarking and zero water-
marking techniques. In this way, we  try carried out an equitable
comparison performance relative to those most recent representa-
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ive proposals [15–19,40–44] with similar purpose and application
o our proposed method, which is shown in Table 5. A grid cell is

arked with a dash, ‘-’ for simulations or criterions not mentioned
n the literature. To fair comparison, only relevant criteria were
onsidered, because are the most essential in the design of a robust
igital watermarking algorithm applied to medical images [1,5].

In the sake of brevity, the comparative is performed in terms of
mperceptibility, payload and robustness, respectively.

In this way, from Table 5 we show that all proposals measure

he visual quality of the watermarked images with PSNR met-
ic, however some works such as [16,17] and [41] consider the
SIM index as an additional imperceptibility metric. Our proposed

ig. 15. (a) Wrong value to DS-CDMA seeds, accurate values of SHA-1 message digest and
nd  secret key k5, (c) Wrong secret key k5, accurate values of DS-CDMA seeds and SHA-1
ecret  key k5.
l. / Biomedical Signal Processing and Control 56 (2020) 101695 13

method measures the visual quality in a stricter manner employing
PSNR, SSIM and VIF metrics. Considering a grayscale resolution of
8 bit/pixel, our proposed method obtains average PSNR = 59.05 dB,
outperforming to all proposals in [15–19] and [40–44], moreover,
if we consider the original resolution of 12 and 10 bit/pixel for CT
and RF modalities, our proposed method obtains PSNR greater than
100 dB.

In terms of payload, our proposal outperforms to the meth-
ods reported in [16–19] and [40,42,44]; and is competitive with
[15,41,43], because this employing a hybrid watermarking algo-
rithm composed by a couple of invisible watermarking and zero
watermarking complementary methods that ensure a payload of
at least 66,088 bits, amount that could be adjusted in increasing
or decreasing manner according to the size of the patient image,
preserving the high visual quality of the medical image.

In terms of watermark robustness, from Table 5 we  show that
to measure this requirement, the watermarking methods employ
either BER or NC or both. Against image compression, in Table 4 we
show that only the method in [16] and our proposed method are
robust against all DICOM compression modes: JPEG and JPEG2000
lossy and lossless respectively, as well as against DICOM RLE. The
rest of the proposals [15,17,18,40–44] only consider the JPEG lossy
compression except the work in [19] that not reports robustness
against any image compression algorithm. Against image noise,
our and all proposals, except the reported work in [43], are com-
petitive because consider the three most popular noises which are
Gaussian, impulsive (salt&pepper) and speckle; tolerances for our
proposal were reported in Tables 3 and 4. Against geometric attacks,
our proposal considers a wide range of distortions such as rota-
tion by several angles, scaling, global and centered cropping, aspect
ratio change and vertical/horizontal flipping. Thus, our method out-
performs to all algorithms in Table 5, which consider only a few
geometric distortions [15,17–19,41–44] or well none [16,40].

According to the performance analysis, there is an aspect that
is necessary to specify, which refers to the hybrid design of the
proposed method in this paper. In this way, not to depend on an
inherent image feature extractor and the same time conceal an
invisible and non-removable watermark on the medical image con-
tent, the literature relative to zero watermarking is excluded in the
performance analysis. To fair comparison, we  only consider digi-
tal watermarking algorithms reported previously into the scientific
literature that accomplishes the following properties: a) same or
similar purpose/application that the proposed in the present work,
b) keep an invisible and non-removable watermark into the medi-
cal image content.

As mentioned in Table 1, a problematic found in the zero
application on a medical image. The effectivity of these algo-
rithms strongly depends on an inherent feature extraction to the
image content that not necessary is related to the clinical data

 secret key k5, (b) Wrong SHA-1 message digest, accurate values of DS-CDMA seeds
 message digest, (d) Accurate values of DS-CDMA seed, SHA-1 message digest and
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Table 5
Performance comparison.

Comparison Image
Compression

Watermark
Payload (bits)

Imperceptibility
Metric

Detection
Metric

Application Average PSNR
(dB)

Geometric
Attacks

Types of Noises

Method
[15] JPEG lossy 65,800 PSNR NC

BER
-
Authentication
-
Confidentiality
and Security

36.88 Rotation
Cropping

Gaussian
Salt & Pepper
Speckle

[16] All DICOM
compression
modes

808 PSNR
SSIM

BER -
Authentication

46.11 – Salt & Pepper

[17] JPEG lossy 2,046 PSNR
WPSNR
SSIM

NC
BER

-
Authentication

46.00 Scaling
Cropping

Gaussian
Salt & Pepper

[18] JPEG lossy 22,490 PSNR NC
BER

-
Authentication

56.23 Scaling
Rotation
Cropping

Gaussian
Salt & Pepper

[19] – 4,096 PSNR NC -
Authentication

45.22 Rotation
Scaling

Gaussian
Salt & Pepper
Speckle

[40] JPEG lossy 450 PSNR NC -
Authentication

43.99 – Gaussian
Salt & Pepper
Poisson

[41] JPEG lossy 65,536 PSNR
SSIM

NC -
Authentication
-Annotation

35.52 Rotation
Scaling
Cropping

Gaussian
Salt & Pepper

[42] JPEG lossy 4096 PSNR NC -
Authentication

42.95 Cropping Gaussian
Salt & Pepper
Speckle

[43] JPEG lossy 262,144 PSNR NC -
Authentication

47.75 Rotation
Scaling

–

[44] JPEG lossy 4,176 PSNR NC
BER

-
Authentication
-
Confidentiality

36.01 Rotation
Scaling

Gaussian
Salt & Pepper
Speckle

Proposed  Method All DICOM
compression
modes

(n·m)+Wenc =
(256·256) +
552 = 66,088

PSNR
SSIM
VIF

BER -
Authentication
-Avoid
detachment

(8bit-depth) =
59.05 (12 and
10 bit-depth) =
102.00
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nd patient identity, causing that any zero watermarking meth-
ds are in conditions of claim the medical image under analysis
s its property. On the other hand, the invisible watermarking
roposals reported in Table 5 have the drawback of the tradeoff
etween imperceptibility-payload, because if the watermark size

s increased the robustness could improve, but the visual quality of
he medical image is severely affected. In the medical context, the
atermark imperceptibility is very strict and should be preserved

s best as possible. In the proposed method, the watermark W is
enerated using clinical data from EPR, which replaces the inher-
nt feature extraction used by the conventional zero watermarking,
llowing a proper link between clinical data, medical image and
atient identity, whose effectiveness depend mainly of the robust-
ess of the watermark W against intentional and not intentional
istortions applied to the medical image.

The comparison shown in Table 5 reveals that almost all algo-
ithms reported in the literature [15,17,18,40–44] are designed
o operate only on DICOM images with 8 bits/pixel bit-depth
rayscale resolution, meanwhile [16] works on 16 bits/pixel and
19] is versatile in the handling of bit-depth grayscale resolution.
esign medical image watermarking algorithms for operating on
x grayscale resolution may  be inconvenient in practical scenarios
ecause usually the DICOM modalities handling several bit-depth
rayscale resolutions commonly between 8, 10, 12 and 16 bits
espectively. Our proposal, in the same way, that [19], has the ver-
atility to operate with several bit depths.

Another important aspect is the watermark robustness against
ossy and lossless image compression algorithms, in this context,
lmost all related works [15,17,18,40–44] orient their efforts to
ncrease the robustness against JPEG lossy compression algorithm,
thers not include the image compression in their set of robustness
esting [19] and only the related work in [16] consider all DICOM
ompression modes in their experiment. Again, design medical
mage watermarking algorithms robust only against JPEG lossy may
e inconvenient in practical scenarios, where the DICOM viewer’s
ools have in their repertory image compression algorithms such
s lossy and lossless JPEG2000. Our proposal, in the same way, that
16], considers in its design the robustness against all DICOM image
ompression modes.

Finally, the application of our proposed method accomplishes
ith the aims of image source verification, validation that the med-

cal image belongs to proper patient, avoiding any ambiguity and
stablishing a proper link between EPR, medical image, and patient.

. Conclusions

Due to its relevance in clinical diagnosis, treatment, research
nd other commercial and non-commercial applications of public
nd private organizations; medical information is highly valuable
nd delicate by nature. Digital watermarking has the potential to be

 value-added tool to confront several information security issues
ssociated with medical imaging management. This paper proposes

 hybrid watermarking algorithm composed by a couple of invisible
atermarking and zero watermarking complementary methods,

pplied to DICOM images in RF and CT modalities. This strategy
ccomplishes with the aims of image source verification, valida-
ion that the medical image belongs to proper patient, avoiding
ny ambiguity and establishing a proper link between EPR, medi-
al image, and patient. Moreover, this paper solves a critical issue
hat happens when a medical image is analyzed by two  or more
ero watermarking algorithms, since this fact will causes a seri-

us controversy and ambiguity at the moment of authentication,
ecause each zero watermarking algorithm is in equal conditions
f employ its zero watermark code and extract its inherent fea-
ures from the same image, as consequence all zero watermarking

[
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algorithms that analyzing the same image could claim as their
property. In a medical image context, this fact could carry sev-
eral and serious authentication issues. Experimental results show
that the proposed zero watermarking is reliable and secure. On the
other hand, the component of invisible watermarking shows high
robustness against all DICOM image compression modes, filtering,
image noise, image enhancement as well as geometric distortions.
The visual quality of the DICOM images was  preserved obtaining
PSNR values greater than 100 dB and evaluated in a stricter manner
employing other metrics based on the human visual system such as
SSIM and VIF, obtaining for both values nearest to 1. The compara-
tive with the current state of the art reveals a better performance
of the proposed work in terms of imperceptibility, robustness, and
payload. As future work, we consider extending the application to
other DICOM imaging modalities such as X-ray, resonance mag-
netic, ultrasound, among others.
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